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A long time ago in a different world an ancient force murdered all of the residents of Eldervale,
including the world’s greatest archeologist. The evil force sends a deadly plague that kills the

hundreds of inhabitants of the small town, and when the world is left in darkness, death comes to
Eldervale once again. In the wake of the plagues humanity has become bitter, and no one is willing

to help. You are an outsider, a civilian, a wanderer who travels to the town, hoping to find the answer
to a question. The question is… Is there a way to end the plague of death? Features: An adventure of

sci-fi/ horror and horror story of ancient folklore. Embody a unique blend of science fiction and
fantasy into a horror story of old roots. Chronos Cycle - full console quality RPG experience. Made

with an 8-bit heart. Add retro ambience with a dash of futuristic. Harness highly advanced and
powerful hardware for a brand new experience. Platforms: Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Mac/ Windows
Rating: 4/5 Genre(s): Fantasy Similar Games Foul Knight £11.99 BioShock 2 £7.99 S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 2
£7.99 Civilization 4 £15.99 Gran Turismo 5 £8.99 Adventures of Mana £7.99 "There are not many
people or companies who can create a well-designed game that would directly appeal to hardcore

Japanese RPG fans and be a worldwide success." 95% Satoshi Uezu "The Story of this game is
different in idea, gameplay and setting from all the mainstream JRPG games, and the story has an

interesting and well-written system." 90% Dr.Shit's Dojo "If you ever liked RPGs but don't want to fall
into the pit of endless grinding, then here's a masterpiece of a game to give you some sort of
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satisfaction." 81% Backslider "I am very much looking forward to take a look at more of Quest''s
future releases." 91% Esenje "If you want to see what all
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Features Key:
A Fighter's Skinship Skill tree
A Fiery Songstick Skill tree

Chains of Fire that use the Flight Skill to travel fast

Eldervale is a Hands-On action game for Windows, Mac and Linux, that places
you in the role of a reluctant Hero.

Inspired by the older 2D games from the 90's like Runaway, Gauntlet, Aces of Steel and Metal Slug.

However, the next generation of the Skinship and Songstick Skill trees puts you
in the role of a 2-D action game of my own design.

Traverse a vibrant, fast-moving labyrinth of platforming action, fight battles, and meet new characters or
enemies who can aid you to beat the bad guys... or worse.

You even get to tame a furious wild Dragon to ride on!

 

An action game with Skinship-and-Songstick Skill trees was the basis for all the
original games from the 16-bit classics.

So while Eldervale is inspired by those games, a completely new collection of Skinship-and-Songstick Skill
trees has been forged for the modern generation of gamers.

Let your imagination run wild as you explore the City of Hope in your Hero's
Journey.

Eldervale is a series of exploration-based platforming games.
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You start out on a road, secluded from the madness of the City you are exploring. But the City has seen
better days.

It has an organic feel and logic to its design.

Plant trees for food, gather "Wings of Hope" along the way that let you fly across the City.
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